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she took a love from you
I'm gonna put it back in you
she tore you down as a man
I'll restore that, too
and like a hot iron in the fire
she burned a hole in your heart
and don't you waste your good time crying, boy
she didn't love you from the start

[Chorus:]
come on and hold on (hold on)
hold on (hold on)
hold on to me, boy
I said tighter (tighter)
tighter (tighter)
I won't break like a baby's toy

hey, Jean, I got to do, girl
what you want me to, but I've made up my mind
one hurt's enough cryin' and sleepless night
so stop leading me on
Levi, I'm not playng games
the way she did to you
now don't you be so superstitious, boy
this time I lose, it won't be you

[repeat chorus]

yeah

hold on 
I can't do it
give me a chance 
I'm already been throgh it
baby, hold on 
Jean, I can't do it
give me a chance 
I'm already been through it

hey Jean, if I could crawl into your mind,
maybe then I see
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if there is any truth,
Jean, in what you been telling me
Levi, some girls were made for some guys
that she wasn't made for you
why don't you give me a chance to prove myself
and boy, you'll see I was made for you

come on and hold on (hold on)
hold on (hold on)
hold on to me, boy
I said tighter (tighter), tighter
I won't break like a baby's toy
[repeat x3 to fade]
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